Reassessing Sculpture in and Beyond
Abstract Expressionism

14 November 2018: 9am–5pm
Exhibition viewing & drinks reception: 5–6pm
Kettle’s Yard, University of Cambridge

On the occasion of the first exhibition of the American artist Richard
Pousette-Dart's work in the UK, this one-day conference will explore
the relationship between Abstract Expressionism and sculpture. Like
many artists working in the idiom of Abstract Expressionism, PousetteDart also experimented with sculpture and object-making. Aside from
the important work of David Smith and Louise Nevelson, these creative
experiments are little discussed. This conference seeks to reassess this
work and ask how it furthers, or indeed challenges our understanding
of Abstract Expressionism.
The conference is convened by Kettle’s Yard staff: Dr Jennifer Powell,
Head of Collection, Programme and Research, Dr Amy Tobin, Curator
of Exhibitions, Events and Research and Christie Costello, Research
and Exhibition Assistant.
The conference is made possible through support from the Terra
Foundation for American Art.

Image: Richard Pousette-Dart’s studio, Valhalla, c. late 1930s
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9.00–9.30am

Registration: Tea and Coffee available in the café

9.30–10am

Welcome and Richard Pousette-Dart ‘I dreamed sculpture’: Dr Jennifer Powell
Head of Collection and Programme, Kettle’s Yard; Lecturer, University of Cambridge

10am–1pm

Chair: Dr David Anfam
Senior Consulting Curator, Clyfford Still Museum and Director, Research Center; Managing
Director, Art Ex Ltd
10–10.30am: Backing into Modernist Sculpture
Dr Stephen Moonie, Lecturer in Art History, Newcastle University
10.30–11am: Adolph Gottlieb: Sculptor
Sanford Hirsch, Executive Director of the Adolph and Esther Gottlieb Foundation
11–11.20am: Break
11.20–11.50am: Tony Smith: ‘The Perfect Person for Jackson’
Dr Eileen Costello, independent scholar, author and lecturer
11.50–12.20pm: Navigating the Revolving Door: Beverly Pepper’s Contrappunto
Aaron Ziolkowski, Pennsylvania State University PhD candidate
12.20–1pm: Questions and group discussion

1–2pm

Lunch: Served in the Ede Room (2nd floor)

2–4.30pm

Chair: Dr Amy Tobin
Curator of Exhibitions, Research and Events, Kettle’s Yard; Lecturer, University of Cambridge
2–2.30pm: Anne Truitt: Linking Surface to the Aesthetic Experience of Space
Vivien Trommer, University of Cologne PhD candidate
2.30–3pm: Anomalous Intermediaries: Agnes Martin’s Reliefs
Dr Moran Sheleg, Postdoctoral Fellow at The Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art
3–3.30pm: Jay DeFeo and the Sculptural Fragment
Dr Catherine Spencer, Lecturer in Art History, University of St Andrews
3.30–4.10pm: Questions and group discussion

4.30–5pm

4.10–4.30pm: Break
Final roundtable discussion with all speakers

5–6pm

Drinks reception and exhibition viewing of Richard Pousette-Dart: Beginnings
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Speaker Abstracts and Biographies
Dr Stephen Moonie: Backing into modernist sculpture
In 1959, E.C. Goosen opened his article ‘The End of the Object’—which marked the occasion of
MoMA’s exhibition ‘Recent Sculpture U.S.A.’—with the claim that ‘American sculpture has not lived
up to American painting.’ Goosen’s remark, prefaced by Roger Fry’s waspish put-down of sculpture,
was characteristic of modernist attitudes.
However, sculpture’s status during this period was not simply negative. In fact, it formed a crucial part
of Clement Greenberg’s rethinking of modernism during that decade. This is most evident in two essays:
‘The New Sculpture’ (1949) and ‘Sculpture in Our Time’ (1958). The former essay praised sculpture’s
concrete immediacy, which Greenberg regarded as indicative of modernism’s positivist tendencies; while
the latter called for an open and extended sculpture to be apprehended optically, ‘like a mirage.’ This
latter essay, which reversed Greenberg’s position from a decade earlier, functioned as a support for
post-painterly abstraction. Amongst those artists, Anthony Caro would develop his sculpture in specific
dialogue with the new painting, as would others in the UK such as Phillip King and William Tucker.
However, Greenberg’s critical shift also flagged up a new danger: that sculpture’s immediacy signified
the ‘literaless’ which would threaten the modernist project. This anxiety climaxed with Michael Fried’s
‘Art and Objecthood’ in 1967.
Although sculpture is considered as a lacuna in modernist criticism—one which Rosalind Krauss’
Passages in Modern Sculpture (1977) attempted to redress—it is apparent that, in retrospect, sculpture
was a formative, yet disavowed part of the discourse around Abstract Expressionism. Sculpture formed
part of a fruitful dialogue with painting: one which anticipated the later move away from medium
specificity. In short, pace Barnett Newman, it was far more than something to back into when looking
at painting.
Stephen Moonie is Lecturer in Art History in the Department of Fine Art, School of Arts and Cultures,
Newcastle University. His research interests concern theories of modernism in the postwar U.S.:
particularly debates around painting. He wrote for the catalogue The Indiscipline of Painting (Tate,
2011), and he has published essays on the criticism of Lawrence Alloway, Harold Rosenberg and Leo
Steinberg. He has also written on Ray Johnson, Luc Tuymans and on October’s critique of painting.

Sanford Hirsch: Adolph Gottlieb: Sculptor
One of the “first generation” of Abstract Expressionist painters, Adolph Gottlieb’s art was central to
the development of mid-twentieth century painting in America. Over the course of a 50-year career
Gottlieb created significant work in stained glass, printmaking, and tapestries in addition to the large
body of paintings and works on paper he is best-known for. In about one year, between 1967 and
1968, Gottlieb decided to try his hand at sculpture. He began with small, cut-and-painted cardboard
maquettes, which he subsequently enlarged into templates for metal sculptures. In all, Gottlieb made 10
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maquettes and 14 painted metal sculptures at about “table-top” scale. Later in 1968 he oversaw the
fabrication of three of these sculptures into large, outdoor pieces.
The strength of Gottlieb’s work, as well as its subtlety and beauty, is revealed as the artist probes the
meaning of his forms, playing with the tensions inherent in portraying his iconic two-dimensional
symbols in a three-dimensional framework. As the artist himself indicated, his sculptures became “a
vehicle for the expression of feeling…I feel a necessity for making the particular colors that I use, or the
particular shapes, carry the burden of everything that I want to express, and all has to be concentrated
within these few elements.”This talk will compare Gottlieb’s sculptures to his paintings and to his
career as a whole. It will discuss Gottlieb’s friendship with, and artistic affinities for, the American
sculptor David Smith, as well as Gottlieb’s relationship to Alexander Calder and other artists of his
generation.
Sanford Hirsch is the Executive Director of the Adolph and Esther Gottlieb Foundation and supervises
all of the Foundation’s programs. Hirsch has originated several major exhibitions, including a
comprehensive retrospective of Gottlieb's work and a survey of Gottlieb's Pictographs, published
numerous articles about Gottlieb and American art, and has lectured on related topics in the U.S. and
abroad. Recent exhibitions include an exhibition of Gottlieb’s monotypes, all created in the last year of
the artist’s life, that was exhibited in several US museums in 2016 - 2018. Currently, the exhibition
Adolph Gottlieb in Provincetown is on view at the Provincetown Artists Association and Museum in
Massachusetts. Hirsch is overseeing the compilation of a catalogue raisonné on the art of Adolph
Gottlieb.

Dr Eileen Costello: Tony Smith: ‘The Perfect Person for Jackson’
In 1947, with the debut of his classic drip-pour paintings, Jackson Pollock changed the direction of
Western painting, and quickly gained international praise and recognition. By the summer of 1956 his
artistic productivity had virtually ground to a halt and he was in the final descent of a downward spiral.
Perhaps to alleviate his despair, Pollock returned to his original interest, sculpture, during what would
be the final weeks of his life. On one particular occasion, he worked side-by-side with his closest friend,
Tony Smith, in a short yet intense artistic dialogue, to complete what would be his last work before his
fatal car crash. Smith and Pollock were born the same year, 1912, and shared a love for things as varied
as Native American sand painting, modern architecture, ancient monuments, dream interpretation, and
James Joyce. Pollock was a painter who loved to sculpt, and Smith, who had always engaged with
three-dimensional form, was passionate about painting. Fritz Bultman, a mutual friend who had
brought the two artists together in the late 1940s, recalled, “Tony was the man I feel I handed Jackson
over to when I introduced them . . . he was the perfect person for Jackson.” While their work shares no
stylistic affinities, presumably Bultman recognized that Pollock and Smith would draw strength and
inspiration from one another. In the backyard of Smith’s New Jersey home during a July weekend in
1956, Pollock completed the last sculptural works of his life, and Smith one of his first. The sculptures
they produced are a record of both their artistic interchange and the depth of their friendship. They also
bring Pollock’s interest in sculpture to light—an important aspect in the work of one of the most
celebrated artists of modernism, which surprisingly has remained little known.
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Eileen Costello earned her PhD in Art History at the University of Texas at Austin in 2010 after
previously working in New York galleries specialising in modern and contemporary art. Her thesis
paper demonstrated how Clement Greenberg anticipated strategies associated with 1960s Minimalism.
Her dissertation investigated collaborations between abstract expressionist artists and modernist
architects, and discussed the transition from abstract expressionism to minimalism in the context of the
viewer's experience of space. In the 2000s she taught art history courses at Hunter College, City
University of New York and began to organise exhibitions and undertake catalogue raisonnéresearch
with Matthew Marks Gallery. She has published monographs on Brice Marden and Jasper Johns, and is
currently working on similar surveys of Tony Smith and Arshile Gorky’s oeuvres.

Aaron Ziolkowski: Navigating the Revolving Door: Beverly Pepper’s Contrappunto
In 1962 Beverly Pepper received her first public commission to design a sculpture for the entrance of the
newly opened US Plywood Building at 777 Third Avenue in Midtown Manhattan. She received this
commission through David Smith whom she had befriended while they were involved in the Festival of
Two Worlds in Spoleto, Italy the previous year. Within the scope of her long and varied career, this
would be one of her most resolutely Abstract Expressionist works. Having quickly learned her way
around the machine shop and wielding an oxyacetylene torch, she was able to engage directly with
industrial tools and stainless steel to creating sweeping, calligraphic arabesques in space. The upper
element of her sculpture Contrappunto is suspended from the ceiling above and mechanically rotates,
imbuing the implied kinetic quality of her work with actual movement. In my paper I will argue that for
this commission Pepper paid unique attention to its architectural context. With its rotational capacity,
the sculpture drew attention to the revolving doors which frame it on either side. This was the very
locus of social mixing and the area where the transition between one’s public life and the world of work
was most dramatically in focus. More abstractly, her attention to the revolving doors spoke to the
makeup of the building’s occupants; instead of solely housing a single corporation it was composed of a
variety of ever-changing organizations. Thus, the building itself was a revolving door. I will argue that
the peculiarity of a corporate commission allowed Pepper to deal with issues in excess of those normally
associated with Abstract Expressionist sculpture such as Jungian mythology of man’s existential
struggle.
Aaron Ziolkowski is a PhD candidate in Modern and Contemporary Art History at the Pennsylvania
State University. He received his BA in History with highest honors from UCLA where he minored in
Art History, and his Masters Degree from Penn State in 2013. He has worked in the Education
Department at the Long Beach Museum of Art and as a curatorial intern at the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art. His dissertation addresses corporate-sponsored abstraction, mainly sculpture, located
in the semi-public spaces of lobbies and plazas at mid-century in Manhattan and Chicago.

Vivien Trommer: Anne Truitt: Linking Surface to the Aesthetic Experience of Space
The works by American sculptor Anne Truitt (1921-2004) grapple with the perception of threedimensionality, colour, and space. In her first 1963 solo show, Truitt placed geometric boxes in dark
hues directly on the floor and was thus acknowledged as a radical pioneer of Minimalism. She simply
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took, in her own words, “paintings off the wall, to set color free in three dimensions for its own sake.”
Truitt’s more mature body of work took the shape of rectangular steles. According to her scale
drawings, the sculptures were constructed by specialised fabricators out of marine mahogany plywood.
Later in the studio, she hand-painted each sculpture in subtle variations with as many as 30 coats of
acrylic; once dried, each layer would be carefully sanded to build up a smooth and deep surface,
merging painterly abstraction with sculptural realms. Scaled to the viewer’s body, her sculptures
introduced a notion of subjectivity into the modernist subject-object dialectic, challenging the aesthetic
experience by suggesting an unconventional connection between the surface and space.
This presentation will focus on the work Landfall to investigate more closely how Truitt linked
coloured surface to an experience of space. Characterized by both painterly and plastic techniques or as
coined by Adorno as the Verfransung der Künste, Truitts 1960s sculptures claimed their aesthetic
autonomy through an exploration of colour, its saturation, and value, inviting the spectator to engage
in a sensuous experience. Coloured surface is thus the key to Truitt’s understanding of embodied
space.
Vivien Trommer is an independent writer and curator based in Frankfurt currently working towards
her PhD in Art History. Prior to her career as researcher, she gained working experience as a curator
and, in 2016, realized the exhibition House of Commons at Portikus, Frankfurt/Main. In 2015, she was
a curator at Ludlow 38, the Goethe-Institut’s non-profit gallery space in New York. Between 2012 and
2014, she worked as curatorial assistant at Kunsthalle Wien and among others curated the
exhibition Experience Economy at Salzburger Kunstverein. Frequently, Vivien contributes to exhibition
catalogues and art magazines such as Artforum and KubaParis.

Dr Moran Sheleg: Anomalous Intermediaries: Agnes Martin’s Reliefs
Associated with Abstract Expressionism remains a derisive – or, at the very least, an apathetic – attitude
to sculpture as ‘something you bump into as you back up to look at a painting’. This paper questions
that assumption by exploring the relationship between painting and sculpture as dramatised in the small
group of wall-mounted reliefs made by Agnes Martin in 1958, including The Laws, Water, and The
Garden, that survived the artist’s cull of her early work. Less object-like than the constructions of
Louise Nevelson, but more substantial than Robert Motherwell’s collages, these works might be said to
anticipate the embedded canvases of Jasper Johns and Robert Rauschenberg. In their self-contained
status as anomalies, however, they also resist being seen as missing links between Abstract
Expressionism and the Neo-Avant-Garde, demanding a reappraisal of their role within the artist’s own
practice and its intermediary standing within this wider history.
Although rudimentary, these arrangements of found bits of wood, wire, bottle caps, and boat spikes
feature the building blocks of the visual vocabulary Martin would draw on for the remainder of her
career. Completed shortly after Martin’s relocation from New Mexico to New York, on the urging of
her dealer Betty Parsons, the works would be made out of the new environment the artist was
negotiating. Rooted in the legacies of both Cubism and Surrealism – which Martin was working
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through at the time – I argue that the relief offered an alternative means with which to test the existing
modes, hierarchies, and clichés of artistic production dominant on the East Coast of America at the
time, as well as their formal and conceptual tenets. While Martin would not pursue this line of enquiry
further, its trajectory can be traced like a thread running through her later paintings, suggesting these
anomalies as intermediaries in another sense.
Moran Sheleg is a Postdoctoral Fellow at The Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art. Her PhD
thesis, completed at UCL, re-examined painting since modernism beyond the narrative of crisis that has
often defined its discussion. Focusing on a range of artists working in America and Great Britain during
the 1950s and 1960s, Moran has also written widely on contemporary painting for publications such
as The Journal of Contemporary Painting, the Burlington Magazine, Tate Research, and others.

Dr Catherine Spencer: Jay DeFeo and the Sculptural Fragment
Throughout interviews and commentaries on her work, Jay DeFeo stressed the extent to which she
conceived of her painterly process as a form of sculptural production. Although the plaster sculptures
that DeFeo made in the 1950s have been lost, this connection is palpable in her large-scale abstract
works such as Incision (1958–60), The Jewel (1959) and The Rose (1958–66), in which paint is applied
so thickly to the support that it attains a mountainous, three-dimensional quality. DeFeo’s engagement
with sculpture, this paper argues, provided a key means for the artist to negotiate between the ideas and
issues addressed in the assemblages created by her immediate contemporaries among the San Francisco
art community of the 1950s and early 1960s, such as Bruce Conner and Joan Brown, and the very
different set of references DeFeo had amassed through travels in Europe between 1950 and the end of
1951. During this trip, DeFeo encountered the architecture of French and Italian churches and
cathedrals, as well as the cave complexes of France and Spain, and spent time in Paris and London
tracing cave paintings from library books. While acknowledging the importance of DeFeo’s connections
with Bay Area artists, I propose that her particular engagement with the sculptural fragment – a notion
informed by her interest in archaeological sites and collections – related to, but ultimately contrasted,
her contemporaries’ interest in the found object, signalling a concern with longer historical and
geological processes which shaped a distinct programme of abstraction. DeFeo’s experimentation with
sculpture moreover reflects her consistent interest in replication, mediation and reproduction. While
cognisant of Abstract Expressionism, the sculptural aspects of DeFeo’s work fostered an approach to
abstraction based on fragmentation and extraction, bound up with alternative values of recycling,
recombination and heterogeneity.
Catherine Spencer is a Lecturer in the School of Art History at the University of St Andrews specialising
in the modern and contemporary period. Her essays have been published in Art History, British Art
Studies, Tate Papers, Parallax and the Oxford Art Journal. With Jo Applin and Amy Tobin I am the coeditor of London Art Worlds: Mobile, Contingent, and Ephemeral Networks, 1960–1980, published by
Penn State University Press this year.
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Convenor and Chair Biographies
Dr David Anfam
David Anfam is a writer, curator and leading authority on modern American art. He is the Senior
Consulting Curator at the Clyfford Still Museum in Denver and the Director of its Research Center. His
publications include Abstract Expressionism (1990), the catalogue raisonné Mark Rothko: Works on
Canvas (1998), which won the Mitchell prize in 2000, as well as studies on Anish Kapoor, Edward
Kienholz and Wayne Thiebaud.

Dr Jennifer Powell
Jennifer Powell has been Head of Collections and Programme at Kettle’s Yard since 2013 and is a
Lecturer in the History of Art Department, University of Cambridge. Her work on modern and
contemporary sculpture has been published in the Sculpture Journal (2012), Modern British Sculpture
(RA, 2011), Actions. The image of the world can be different (KY, 2018). She is editor of NEW
RHYTHMS: Henri Gaudier-Brzeska (KY, 2015) and co-editor of SUBJECT: Antony Gormley (KY,
2018). Powell is curator of the exhibition Richard Pousette-Dart: Beginnings and editor of the
accompanying catalogue.

Dr Amy Tobin
Amy Tobin is Lecturer in the Department of History of Art, University of Cambridge and Curator at
Kettle’s Yard. She completed her PhD at the University of York in 2017 with a thesis titled 'Working
Together, Working Apart: Feminism, Art and Collaboration in Britain and North American, 1970–
1981'. She was a pre-doctoral fellow at the Library of Congress in Washington D.C. in 2014 and a
Terra Foundation for American Art pre-doctoral researcher in 2014–5. After her PhD she won postdoctoral research grants from the Paul Mellon Centre for British Art and the Henry Moore Foundation.
She is a co-editor of London Art Worlds: Mobile, Contingent and Ephemeral Networks 1960–1980
(Penn State University Press, 2018 with Jo Applin and Catherine Spencer.
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